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Greece eyes pot of 
gold as medicinal 
cannabis licensed
ATHENS: Greece on Monday issued the first
licenses to private companies for growing medici-
nal cannabis in the country, part of an attempt to
tap a burgeoning market worth billions. Greece
legalized cannabis for medical use last year and in
March lifted a ban on growing and producing it.
Two licenses were granted on Monday, and another
12 will be issued by the end of this year, the
Economy and Development Ministry said.

“There is huge interest, mainly from Canada and
Israel ... some of them (potential investors) are
huge,” Stergios Pitsiorlas, the deputy economy
minister, told a news conference. Legalizing
cannabis for recreational purposes is not under
consideration, Pitsiorlas said in response to a ques-
tion. Pitsiorlas said the first medicinal cannabis
products were expected to hit the market in about
12-18 months time. The industry was mainly export-
oriented, he said. Thousands of patients in Greece
are thought to use cannabis for a range of serious
medical conditions, though authorities don’t have
precise figures.

Several countries, including Britain, Germany,
Italy and Denmark, already allow the prescription
of medicinal cannabis, and in June Canada became
the second country in the world, after Uruguay, to
fully legalize marijuana, ending a 90-year ban.
Under Greece’s licensing system, medicinal
cannabis products would be available on prescrip-
tion from chemists. It would not be subsidized
through state health insurance schemes, Health
Minister Andreas Xanthos said. 

The first licensed cannabis hothouses will be in
Larisa in central Greece, and in Corinth in the
Peloponnese. The 14 licenses were expected to cre-
ate more than 750 jobs and represented about 185
million euros ($212.05 million) in investment. “Our
message is that the country is open for invest-
ments,” said Vassilis Kokkalis, deputy minister of
agriculture. 

LONDON: World stock markets fell on Tuesday as worries
over softening demand for the iPhone prompted a sell-off
by tech stocks around the world, while the arrest of car boss
Carlos Ghosn pulled down Nissan and Renault. The dollar
sagged on concern about the U.S. economy after home
builder sentiment weakened and oil prices fell half a percent
despite OPEC production cuts.

News around Apple Inc triggered the latest bout of
stock market selling, after the Wall Street Journal reported
Apple was cutting production for its new iPhones. The
European tech sector sank 2.2 percent, hitting its lowest lev-
el since February 2017, following Asian tech stocks lower.
Shares of companies supplying chips to Apple suffered.

The selloff was compounded by an auto sector drop led
by Nissan and Renault after Ghosn, chairman of both car-
makers, was arrested in Japan for alleged financial miscon-
duct. The broad European STOXX 600 index was down
0.5 percent to a four-week low, and futures trading sug-
gested another tough session was likely in the United
States, with Nasdaq Futures down over 1 percent.

“Most of Europe had a red session yesterday and that
has been compounded by the news on Apple and tech
stocks overnight, The overall climate is risk-off,” said
Investec economist Philip Shaw. “Beyond stocks, the Italian
bonds spread (over German bonds) is at its widest in about
a month now, and Brexit continues to rumble on - uncer-
tainty is very much hurting risk sentiment,” he said.

Italian government bond yields jumped to a one-month
high on Tuesday and Italian banking stocks dropped to a
two-year low, hurt by risk aversion and concerns over the

Italian budget. Euro zone money markets no longer fully
price in a 10-basis- point rate rise by the European Central
Bank in 2019, indicating growing concern about the eco-
nomic outlook in the region.

Slowing momentum 
Earlier, MSCI’s broadest index of Asia-Pacific shares

outside Japan dropped 1.2 percent, with Samsung
Electronics falling 2 percent. In Japan, Sony Corp shed 3.1
percent. Japan’s Nikkei slipped 1.1 percent, with shares of
Nissan Motor Co tumbling more than 5 percent after
Ghosn’s arrest and reports he would be fired from the board
this week.

Global stock markets have suffered a shakeout in the past
two months, pressured by worries of a peak in corporate
earnings growth, rising borrowing costs, slowing global eco-
nomic momentum and international trade tensions. Trillions
of dollars were wiped off equities in a particularly torrid
October. In currencies, the dollar hovered near a two-week
low against a basket of currencies. Data released on Monday
showed U.S. home builder sentiment recorded its steepest
one-month drop in more than four years in November.

The dollar had also been undercut by Fed Vice Chair
Richard Clarida and Dallas Fed President Robert Kaplan,
who raised concerns late last week about a possible global
slowdown. Oil prices lost ground as fears about slower
global demand and a surge in U.S. production outweighed
expected supply cuts by the Organization of the Petroleum
Exporting Countries (OPEC). Brent crude slipped 0.6 per-
cent to $66.39 per barrel. —Reuters

Oil falls half a percent on global economic worries

iPhone demand worries send
ripples through global markets

TOKYO: A pedestrian looks at a stock indicator board showing the share prices of Japanese
companies.  —AFP 

UK plc 
prepares for
messy Brexit as 
clock ticks down
LONDON: British companies selling
everything from washing machines to
flights, food and mortgages plan to
spend tens of millions of pounds in case
the political brinkmanship gripping the
country leads to a disorderly Brexit.
With barely four months until the world’s
fifth largest economy leaves the
European Union, a raft of major compa-
nies set out plans yesterday to counter
any trade delays and downturns that
could stem from a no-deal scenario.

Electrocomponents, which stocks
more than half a million industrial and
electronics products, said it would spend
30 million pounds ($38.6 million) in the
six months to the end of next March to
increase its holding of high-turnover
goods in Britain and Europe. AO World,
the online electricals and white goods
retailer, might increase stock to mitigate
supply chain friction while Compass, the
world’s biggest catering firm, is looking
to build inventory and vary menus
before March 29.

“We are planning very seriously for
all scenarios,” said Chief Executive
Dominic Blakemore of Compass which
provides meals for train customers, hos-
pitals and corporate headquarters. “We

have been working with our suppliers for
quite some time to think about how we
carry a bit more inventory, how we
source supply and how we vary our
menu.”

Britain’s vote to leave the world’s
largest trading bloc has created a raft of
challenges for companies, with financial
services groups shifting some assets and
people to Europe while manufacturers
hunt for storage space to stockpile parts.
Supporters of Brexit say once it has left
the country will be free to negotiate new
trade deals around the world and ditch
regulations they say hamper growth. 

But mounting tensions in
Westminster, where lawmakers from all
parties are opposed to Prime Minister
Theresa May’s Brexit deal, have
sparked fears Britain may leave the EU
with no deal, prompting customs checks
that clog up borders and fracture long-
standing supply chains. Issues being
addressed include stockpiling, changes
in suppliers and production, and
changes to regulation.

Ready or not?
Hours after a handful of companies

put out their plans at 0700 GMT, the
Bank of England had some sobering
words. “I have the impression from talk-
ing to businesses (...) that most are not
prepared for a no-deal Brexit, and don’t
know really how to,” Bank policymaker
Michael Saunders said. Those companies
with a plan are pushing ahead.

British low-cost airline easyJet, which
carried 88.5 million passengers in its lat-
est financial year, has changed its legal

structure and secured new operating
licences to enable it to continue flying
into Europe. It is now working to change
its shareholder base so that by Brexit day
more than 50 percent of its investors will
be based in the European Economic Area
when excluding Britain. That measure
currently stands at 47 percent.

“Basically what me and Andrew
(Findlay, CFO) are going to do right
now after today is continue to go and
see European shareholders and talk to
them about the story of easyJet,” Chief
Executive Johan Lundgren told
reporters as he presented results. Many
company executives in Britain have pre-
viously been reluctant to stray into pol-
itics for fear of angering customers, but
with time running out they are starting
to speak out.

AO World said it may need to
increase inventory in the short term. It
currently holds enough stock in Britain
for 35 days. Halma, a maker of safety
equipment for the medical, infrastructure
and resource markets, set out in detail
how it could be affected, including high-
er costs and inflation, greater liabilities
for pensions and disruption to its work
force, supply chain and regulation. CEO
Andrew Williams said the group had
some flexibility because its string of
companies around the world could work
together to share production if required.
Other companies remained more coy.
The owner of Clydesdale and Yorkshire
Bank said the “inherently uncertain”
environment was casting a shadow over
the country’s short term economic
prospects. —Reuters

LONDON: Pro-European Union, anti-Brexit demonstrators wave European Union
(EU) and Union flags as they protest outside of the Houses of Parliament in
central London. —AFP 

Warba Bank
announces five
winners of ‘Al
Sunbula’ draw
KUWAIT: Warba Bank, “the Best investment Bank” and
“Best Corporate Bank” in Kuwait, held its week 42nd draw
for Al-Sunbula account yesterday. The draw announced the
5 lucky winners in the presence of representatives from the
Ministry of Commerce and Industry and Bank officials. The
bank proudly announces the lucky 5 winners who received
1000 KWD each are:  Fayez Salem Awad Almutairi, Salem
Mohammad Abdulaali Alotaibi, Abdalnaser Hamzah Ali
Alzaid, Helail Sanad Helail Alharbi & Humoud Abdullah
Saleh Aljarwan.

Al-Sunbula Account is the perfect choice for all cus-
tomers who wish to save money and achieve steady returns
while simultaneously have the opportunity to win cash
prizes throughout the year.  Due to the high traffic on this
account, for its offerings of unparalleled opportunities,
Warba Bank has worked on enhancing Al-Sunbula account

to provide customers with more benefits. Such enhance-
ments include increasing the number of winners and the
frequency of the draws.  Now, on every Thursday the Bank
holds draws for 5 weekly winners of KD 1,000 each. In
addition, the Bank continues its monthly draws held on the
first Thursday of every month, with cash prizes of KD
30,000 divided amongst 4 winners: two winners getting
KD 10,000 each, and two winners getting KD 5,000 each.

Thus, the new development of Al-Sunbula account has
increased the total number of winners to 24, and the total
amount of prizes to 50,000 KD instead of 30,000 KD.  As
for the chances for winning, each customer is eligible to
enter the draw against each KD 10. It is noteworthy, that
Warba Bank has recently launched the Al-Sunbula Fixed
Deposit, which provides depositors with high returns of up
to 3%, as well as getting monthly chances to win in Al-
Sunbula Account draws.

Furthermore, Warba Bank has launched its latest
Customer On boarding solution, in line with its ambitious
five-year strategy that enables non-Warba Bank customers
to request opening Al-Sunbula account in an easy elec-
tronic manner through the Bank’s website without having
to visit any of the Bank’s branches, by following 5 simple
steps that might take up to 5 minutes. New customers will
be able to request opening the account at anytime, any-
where, and the Bank will receive, process and pass the new
application for approval through whole new and unique

electronic system used to implement this service. Warba
Staff will then contact the customer to determine the
appropriate time to visit the branch to get required signa-
tures, verify the customer’s identity, deliver his/her debit
card, and activate the account.

Thailand to help  
rubber farmers 
after price slump
BANGKOK: Thailand approved a new sub-
sidy and other measures yesterday to help its
rubber farmers, who are struggling amid a
slump in prices and have threatened protests.
The world’s biggest rubber producer has
been hit by a 40 percent decline in prices over
the past two years, accentuated again recently
as a trade war between the United States and
China hurt Chinese demand for Thai rubber.

The government approved the package of

measures, worth 18.6 billion baht ($567 mil-
lion), at a cabinet meeting, but drew criticism
from the rubber farmers’ association which
said the measures would only help about 1 in
10 farmers. Rubber farmers are a powerful
force in Thailand and the government wants
to avoid a repeat of protests seen in 2013.

The measures will take effect in January
and include a direct subsidy of 1,100 baht
($33) per rai of land (0.16 hectare), capped at
16,500 baht, for small rubber farmers who are
registered with the Rubber Authority of
Thailand. Rubber tappers who work on regis-
tered farms but do not own the land will get a
handout of 700 baht ($21) per rai of land,
capped at 10,500 baht. “We estimate that this
measure will benefit about one million farm-
ers and 300,000 rubber tappers,” Luck

Wajananawat, deputy minister of agriculture
and cooperatives, told reporters. Farmers
already receive some government subsidies.

Last year Thailand produced 4.5 million
tons of rubber from 20.32 million rai of land
and exported 85 percent of the overall pro-
duction. Thai benchmark RSS3 rubber grade
<RUB-RSS3C-BKK> was quoted at $1.35
per kilogram, free-on-board Bangkok, yes-
terday. Rubber farmers, who have been
threatening to stage a protest in recent
weeks, say the new measures are too limited
and will not help those who are not registered
with the authority. “This will only help about
10 percent of farmers,” Manat Boonphat, the
president of Small Rubber Tapper and Farmer
Association of Thailand told Reuters.

Manat said the government would be bet-

ter off buying rubber from farmers at a price
above the market rate. Prime Minister Prayut
Chan-ocha has appealed to farmers not to
stage a protest by promising to help them. In
2013, hundreds of rubber farmers staged
protests around the country, blocking roads
and a regional airport in the south. They
were part of much larger demonstrations in
Thailand which eventually turned into a big-
ger political movement that paved the way
for the 2014 military coup. Prayut said yes-
terday that farmers need to adjust to the
changing global economy, and said the gov-
ernment would press ahead with plans to
reduce the country’s rubber-growing areas
and increase domestic consumption of rub-
ber to help reduce price fluctuations in the
long term. —Reuters

EasyJet 
logs soaring 
annual profit
LONDON: EasyJet’s annual net profit jumped by almost a fifth
on strong sales and record passenger numbers, the British no-
frills airline announced yesterday. Profits after taxation jumped
17 percent to £385 million ($460 million, 400 million euros) in
the 12 months to September, EasyJet said in a statement. The
total number of passengers rose 10.2 percent to a record high
of 88.5 million. Pre-tax profit surged 41.4 percent to £578 mil-
lion, as revenues rose 17 percent to £5.9 billion.

The carrier made a smaller-than-expected loss on its pur-
chase of Berlin’s Tegel Airport from bankrupt German carrier
Air Berlin. “EasyJet has delivered a great performance during
the year,” said chief executive Johan Lundgren, who has been
in the job since last December. “Our financial success and
increasing customer loyalty demonstrate the resilience of our
operations, the underlying strength of our business and our
unrivalled customer experience.”

EasyJet added that it was continuing to prepare for Brexit,
operating via three airline divisions based in Austria, Britain
and Switzerland, in order to be able to continue flying in
Europe. It expressed confidence that flying rights would con-
tinue as normal despite turbulence over Brexit talks. “Both the
EU and the UK have said that their objective is to maintain
flights between the EU and the UK, whatever the Brexit out-
come,” the group said. “This gives EasyJet confidence that fly-
ing rights will be maintained, and it continues to work with EU
institutions, EU member states and the UK to ensure that this
is achieved.” —AFP


